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Abstrat
In this projet, as the title suggest, is presented a handshake protool for Cognitive
Radio. We talk about Cognitive Radio when in a wireless ommuniation, the set-up
is able to look at some partiulars fators and then, as a result of this, it an deide if
the ommuniation would be better if some parameters of the onnetion were hanged.
Parameters suh as the modulation of the signal, the frequeny enter, the bandwidth,
et.
This readjust of the parameters will be done automatially and the user will not even
notie it. So, the interhange of information will not be interrupted.
To ahieve this, the devie will be developed as software devie and not as hardware.
This is alled Software-Dened Radio. Cognitive Radio is, in fat, an extension of the
Software-Dened Radio.
From all the fators that an be taken into aount, the radio frequeny spetrum
stands out for its bad eieny. While some ranges of the spetrum an be overloaded,
other are rather empty.
To solve this, a Cognitive Radio system has to look at the spetrum and analyse whih
would be a better frequeny to start the ommuniation. When the system is able to do
this, it also means that the system must be able to reognize whih is this frequeny.
What is presented in this projet is a simple system of one transmitter and one
reeiver, whih must reognize themselves in the radio frequeny spetrum. This is exatly
the handshake protool.
In a real-life example, the transmitter would deide rst whih is the most appropriate
frequeny to stablish the onnetion. After this, the reeiver is the one that will have to
nd whih is this frequeny. Here is where the handshake protool starts and when it is
over, both devies are able to start the ommuniation.
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Figure 1: Protool
The protool will be the one shown in the gure 1.
For the implementation of the ode, it has been used the GNU Radio software, whih
was designed on purpose for Software-Dened Radio, then it makes this tool very useful
for the aim of this projet.
The GNU Radio works in bloks developed with C++. Eah blok has its signal
proessing funtion, suh as a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) or a modulation proess.
To onnet this with the radio frequeny spetrum is used the USRP. The USRP is
a devie whih its main funtion is to transmit or reeive the information from the RF
and onvert it for the right proessing in the GNU Radio. So it is omposed by a DAC
(Digital-to-Analog Converter), a ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) and a devie the
transmit and reeive this information.
In the gure 2 an be seen how the GNU Radio is onneted to the USRP. As an be
observed one USRP an work as a transmitter and a reeiver at the same time.
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Figure 2: USRP
The transmitter and the reeiver will, both, need to be used as a transmitter and
a reeiver. The transmitter will transmit the beaon signal and reeive the ACK signal
while the reeiver will reeive the beaon signal and transmit the ACK signal.
First of all, both devies must agree in a sequene for the beaon signal and another
one for the ACK signal. This sequene will be the one that permits to know them if the
signal reeived is the one they are waiting for.
One the system is ready to start, the transmitter will send the beaon signal at the
frequeny it has previously hosen. The transmitter will send the sequene in pakets.
These pakets will be sent in GMSK modulation.
Is used GMSK modulation beause, it provides a good spetrum eieny in wireless
transmission systems, so when interhanging the information between the transmitter and
reeiver it will be able to send more data than others modulation. Another reason is that
it has onstant envelope whih will permit to transmit the signal at higher power and
so, to be deteted for the other devie easily. The relatively narrow bandwidth and the
oherent detetion apability are others good harateristis of the GMSK modulation.
Then, using the possibilities of GNU Radio, the sequene will be sent paket by paket
and modulated in GMSK as it has been explained before. The reeiver, waiting for the
signal, will rst detet any signal that omes to it.
To detet the signal is used a energy detetor as is shown in the gure 3
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Figure 3: Energy detetor: peak deteted
But, this protool needs to get the frequeny with a higher preision. So, to detet
the frequeny with good preision the transmitter hange its deimation in order to get
foused in the frequeny point, getting at the end to the frequeny with a tolerane of
just 5 - 10 kHz.
To make this fous useful it will be also neessary to re-tune the USRP to the frequeny
deteted. This has to be done every time that is hanging the deimation.
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Figure 4: Zoom to the frequeny deteted
As is shown in the gure 4, the last plot of the signal shows learly the envelope of a
GMSK, and its enter frequeny is entered at the middle of the FFT size. Whih is good
as the frequeny should be around the frequeny deteted in the previous detetion.
The hange of deimation is done 4 times beause passing from a big range of sanning
to a little one just in one step, is not a good idea as in the rst step the resolution is
the order of 5 kHz and sometimes ould result that the range of the new deimation is so
small that the frequeny is really out of the range.
One this signal is deteted the reeiver will have to hek if the sequene of the
signal is the right one. To make this it just need to ompare the pakets reeived with
the original sequene, takin into aount the it will probably be delayed as shown in the
gure 5.3.
If the result of this is that the sequene is the orret one, the reeiver will send
the ACK signal to the transmitter. With this, the reeiver will be ready to start the
transmission of the information.
Packets Rx
Fibonacci series
Figure 5: Cheking of the pakets
Bak in the transmitter, the protool will be the same, reeive the ACK signal and
demodulate the pakets to ompare them to the original sequene of the ACK signal.
If this is orret, the transmitter is ready for the data transmission too.
In the projet an be found the whole desription of how the Tx and the Rx are
implemented with the GNU Radio bloks and also the ode of how is the signal deteted.
There are also some setion whih talk about the possible problems of the protool.
All of them with the own solution.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The world of information evolves really fast. Anyone who does not inform itself about
news tehnologies and its innovations or renovations will be out of the eld in a very short
time. These last deades the ommuniation topis have been hanging in a revolutionary
way.
Internet as the main new tehnology, and as a great invention. Internet gives to the
people a high-speed ommuniation to any kind of information. In other words, sine
then, people was able to be in ommuniation with all the world.
On the other hand, wireless tehnology has been also evolving. Due to mobility, whih
is one of the most important harateristis in the modern soiety. Wireless tehnology
gives to the people the ability to get information while they are moving.
This wireless tehnology and its atual use are growing up. This makes an inrease
in mobile servies and so an inrease in the demand for mobile tehnology. The mobile
ellular is now a lifestyle, not just in a business way but also avoiding the problem of time
and distane.
Sine this happened, there exists plenty investigations in wireless ommuniations, and
a lot of them foused in developing intelligent radios. A good example is when somebody
is alling with his mobile phone and as it is moving, the signal from the terminal used to
stablish the ommuniation gets too far. The phone will readjust this by swithing the
onnetion to another terminal.
This example is eye-athing. Another one ould be the design of reongurable
reeivers the reognize the modulation of the signal automatially. And that last one
gives another view to the developing of the devies.
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As said before, the more use in wireless ommuniation the more demand of new
servies. And these news servies fores the tehnology to innovate. This evolution is
going so fast that what now ould be dened in advaned tehnology quikly will beome
ommon to everybody. And this has happened these last years in every new tehnology
that is invented.
Getting bak to the mobility, this issue is not just with ellular phones, it an be
applied to many systems. And not just with a swith from one terminal to another one
but in with harateristis. And nowadays, these systems are required to readjust their
parameters onstantly and automatially.
To ahieve this state, where the system, an manage itself in purpose to keep the
ommuniation, the devies that ompose the system, they must be able to know about
the state of the onnetion, and not just the onnetion but information about how to
improve or at least to maintain it.
In wireless ommuniations it is known that the RF spetrum is bad shared. This
fat leads to some kind of new job that the system will have to do. The searh of new
frequenies to realize the ommuniation.
In this projet is attaked this issue. The projet presents a system whih is able
to start the ommuniation in a random frequeny. For this, previously, the system
would have deided whih is the best frequeny to stablish the onnetion. For the
implementation of the system is used Cognitive Radio.
2
Chapter 2
Cognitive Radio
The denition of Cognitive Radio an be expressed in several ways. To give a general
one, it ould be dened as 'the ability of a network to hange its parameters, either in
transmission or reeption, to get a ommuniation in a more eient way'
The pratial meaning of the Cognitive Radio is to hange the ommuniation network
in order to not overload it. To give an example, imagine that you are listening to a radio
station (on a spei frequeny), then other transmitters interfere with your reeption.
In a non-ognitive radio ase, the reeiver would not make any ation, so you would just
have to wait until it gets out of the interferene. But, with the Cognitive Radio ase it
would respond by swithing automatially to an open bakup frequeny that arries your
station's broadast. If this example is taken as a ell-phone user, whih is trying to do an
emergeny all; the all may be ut o and you would have to re-all again. The Cognitive
Radio, in this partiular example will really help as you would not have to re-all again;
and in ase the emergeny all is really serious, it would even save a life.
2.1 Introdution
Cognitive Radio rst appearane was in an artile wrote by Joseph Mitola III and Gerald
Q. Maguire, Jr in 1999. After this, Mitola desribed this advane in wireless ommunia-
tions with the following words:
"The point in whih wireless personal digital assistants (PDAs) and the related net-
works are suiently omputationally intelligent about radio resoures and related omputer-
to-omputer ommuniations to detet user ommuniations needs as a funtion of use
ontext, and to provide radio resoures and wireless servies most appropriate to those
needs." [MM99℄
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2.2. Types
Software-Dened Radio
The idea of Cognitive Radio ame from the Software-Dened Radio (SDR). A good ex-
planation of the SDR systems, how Cognitive Radio omes from these systems and its
evolution an be found in [Jon05℄. To desribe SDR, rst has to be notied that originally,
the radio, understood as any devie whih reeive or transmit signals through wireless on-
netion in purpose to transfer information, it was based just in hardware. It means that
it just ould be modied physially. Whih this, an be translated into a bigger ost in
the prodution and a low exibility. In SDR, instead, it's used devies working under the
ommand of software, in whih ase it won't need to replae mahinery to readjust the
system.
Radio Frequency Spectrum Signal Processing Application
Figure 2.1: Software-Dened Radio
2.2 Types
There are plenty parameters that an be taken into aount to take the deision of re-
onguring the set up of the system. Depending on whih parameters are being used,
Cognitive Radio an be divided in, mainly, two sorts:
• Full Cognitive Radio (sometimes known as 'Mitola Radio') whih is when every
parameter observable is taken into aount.
• Spetrum Sensing Cognitive Radio, in this ase, as its names suggests, the
software just pay attention to the radio frequeny spetrum.
Another distintion an be done; this division will be done depending on the parts of
the spetrum available.
• Liensed Band Cognitive Radio is the kind of radio that is allowed to use bands
assigned to liensed users, besides the unliensed ones.
• Unliensed Band Cognitive Radio an only make use of the unliensed bands
of the spetrum.
4
2. Cognitive Radio
2.3 Frequeny Spetrum
Operating frequeny, power output, antenna orientation and beam-width, modulation,
and transmitter bandwidth are a few of the parameters that the Cognitive Radio system
an adjust automatially in order to solve all kind of problems that ould appear in a
ommuniation between reeiver and transmitter. That is why, at rst, Cognitive Radio
was supposed to be a Software-Dened Radio extension. However, from all these variables,
the one that has the less eieny in the way whih is used is the RF spetrum. In fat,
the major investigation work in Cognitive Radio is entred in Spetrum Sensing Cognitive
Radio [CMB04℄.
The Federal Communiations Commission in the United States, and its ounterparts
around the world, alloate the radio spetrum in swaths of frequeny of varying widths
[SW04℄. The dierent bands overs AM radio VHF television, ell phones, and so on.
But not every hannel in every band is used the whole time. Some statistis independent
from the FCC says that in some points during the day, the use of the spetrum does
not exeed 30% [MMBF
+
02℄. In a ase like this, it would be really ridiulous to get a
bad ommuniation beause of an interferene while in other frequenies there is nobody
transmitting. Here is where Cognitive Radio would help with its automatially parameters
hanges [Sav06℄.
From now on, with the problem deteted, we need to get the solution. And the
Cognitive Radio has it. That's why the prinipals funtions are:
• Spetrum detetion: of ourse, if we are looking for a more eetive distribution
in the RF spetrum, the rst to do, is to nd out the loation of the less oupied
ranges. This an be done through dierent methods suh as:
 Interhanging information between users to know about the situation of the
spetrum
 Interferenes detetion, so that will give information about the using in this
range
 The ability of deteting if other main signals are in a spei spetrum
• Spetrum management: use the spetral bandwidth whih is more suitable with
the Quality of Servie (QoS) required for the user over all the available ones. Here
two parts an be distinguished:
 Spetrum analysis; identify the harateristis of every available band to know
whih are the advantages and the drawbaks of using it (i.e. delays, bit error...)
 Spetrum deision; due to the rst part, it's time to ompare and ontrast every
one of them to hoose the best option
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2.3. Frequeny Spetrum
After these two main points, what a good Cognitive Radio must also ahieve is the
ability of hanging the frequeny automatially and giving no problems to the user. An-
other good point to get for would be the fair distribution in the spetrum taking into
aount all the users [Hay05℄.
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Chapter 3
Tools
In order to make a good ontribution within the ognitive radio world, it is neessary to
get some suitable tools to proeed into the work. As has been said before, ognitive radio
is a kind of software-dened radio, then, one of the tools that needs to be hosen is the
software to use.
3.1 GNU Radio
GNU Radio is a software that was developed by Eri Blossom on purpose to be used in
SDR systems. One of the points about it that makes GNU Radio work is that is an open
software and it's released under the GNU General Publi Liense. The GNU General
Publi Liense (GNU GPL or simply GPL) is a used free software liense. It helps to the
free software denition, and preserve its own development [Blo01℄.
And not only GNU Radio is free but all the equipment it might be needed on the
work; for example, Python, C++ and Linux. Nearly all the GNU Radio appliations
are written in Python, whih is a relatively easy to manage and quite useful high-level
programming language. All the funtions and a detailed explanation of how Python works
an be found in [Do℄. So, it means that although it ould seem, as it is a really huge and
useful software, GNU Radio has not big hardware requirements but rather the opposite,
with usual omputers an work in a very worthy (although USRP it's needed). Another
good reason related to the money one is that it does not need, in the most ondition,
expensive RF test mahine.
With GNU Radio an be ahieved a good exibility in both software and hardware.
In software, as it's an SDR, an be reongured for many other modulation methods and,
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obviously, just hanging the algorithms an be an improve in the quality of the system.
In the hardware side, as it will be shown afterwards with the USRP, an selet both Rx
or Tx methods and retune the frequeny [ZKY06℄.
The arhiteture of GNU Radio, as is shown in gure 3.1, onsists of bloks. These
are made in C++.
Source Sink
Process Blocks
i.e. Filter
Figure 3.1: Arhiteture of the GNU Radio
The verties are signal proessing bloks and the edges represent the data ow between
them. Every ow graph must have at least one soure and one sink to work. With this
simple way to use it, it looks at rst glane that the reongurability an be done with just
onneting dierent bloks to another instead of using multiple expensive radios [Pro℄.
GNU Radio is a powerful signal proessing software. There are plenty of bloks to use,
and what is more, reate new signal proessing bloks it is not a tough job. Eah blok
works independently, and as an be seen, GNU Radio is the perfet substitute for the
hardware.
With the software it's easier to ahieve the purpose. And here is where GNU Radio
gets its own goal, whih is to give to the people the ability to work easily with the
frequeny spetrum.
For example, in gure 3.2, is shown a simple program whih takes the radio frequeny
spetrum, then pass it through a low pass lter (LPF) and nally save the result in a le.
Receiver LPF File
Figure 3.2: Low Pass Filter
In this ase, the soure is the reeiver of the spetrum and the sink is the le where
is saved the information.
But, in the GNU Radio's world, not everything is free. The only ost it need to be
paid is the knowledge one. If something's wrong with this software is that there is a
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large knowledge involved. In the software environment it's needed to work with Python
and C++ and their libraries. The Linux and its supports pakages and the GNU Radio
arhiteture. And as it's working in ommuniations, it's also needed to posses digital
ommuniations, wireless ommuniations and DSP knowledge. As it might be used some
FPGA and Assembly language.
3.2 USRP
In SDR, as it is used the software instead hardware, it will be also neessary to use
digital information instead of the analogue one. So, it is going to be neessary a digital
to analogue onverter (DAC). The devie that is used in GNU Radio is the Universal
Software Radio Peripheral (USRP).
The USRP is developed by a team led by Matt Ettus [LLCa℄. Although it has an
open design, and beause of this, everybody an work on it.
The USRP is onneted to the omputer through USB port and it's omposed basially
by the daughterboard, whih is an implementation of RF front ends, and the USRP itself,
whih an be alled as motherboard.
In the gure 3.3 is shown the reeive path of the USRP and in the gure 3.4 the
transmit path.
Receive RF
Front end
ADC Code
USRP
Figure 3.3: Reeive path
USRP
Front end
Code
Transmit RF
DAC
Figure 3.4: Transmit path
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There are plenty dierent daughterboards, eah one for dierent frequeny bands. The
range these daughterboards an aord is from DC to approximately 5.9 GHz. Depending
on whih daughterboard is used, its harateristis hange a little, besides, of ourse, the
frequeny band [Ham08℄.
The USRP an be used suh as a Tx or a Rx, so it means that is a DAC and a ADC
at the same time. Another good point of the USRP is its prie, whih in a relative way,
for all the advantages that are given with it, is really aordable; not more than 1000$
Inside the motherboard as shown in the gure 3.5, an be found 3 main parts; the
USB ontroller, the FPGA and the DAC or the ADC [Blo01; Pro; ZKY06℄.
FX2
USB 2
Controller
ADC
DAC
FPGA
Receive
Daughterboard
Daughterboard
Transmit
DAC DAC
DAC
ADC ADC
ADC
Receive
Daughterboard
Daughterboard
Transmit
Figure 3.5: Arhiteture of a USRP
• USB
 Support USB 2.0, but not good for USB 1.x
 Support 32 MBps aross the USB
 Samples sent are in 16-bit signed integers in IQ format (16-bit I and 16-bit Q
omplex data)
• FPGA
 Inludes digital down onverters (DDC) implemented with asaded integrator-
omb (CIC) lters. A DDC onverts the signal from the IF band to the base-
band.
 Inludes digital up onverters (DUC), whih are in the AD9862 CODEC hips,
not in the FPGA
 Deimation and interpolation
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• DAC/ADC
 DAC four 14-bit 128 Mega-samples per seond, 83 dB SFDR
 ADC four 12-bit 64 Mega-samples per seond, 85 dB SFDR
In 2008 it also has been invented USRP2, whih, although it seems, beause of the
name, that it is a substitute of the original USRP, it is not. USRP2 has others features
and the FPGA is not ompatible [LLCb℄. Although USRP is not the only devie that an
be used with GNU Radio, nearly all the people who works on it use it.
Investigation projets
The USRP has been used as [Wik℄:
• An APCO25 ompatible Transmitter/Reeiver and Deoder
• RFID reader
• Testing equipment
• A ellular GSM base station
• A GPS reeiver
• An FM radio reeiver
• An FM radio transmitter
• A digital television deoder
• Passive radar
• Syntheti aperture radar
• An amateur radio
• A teahing aid
• Digital Audio Broadasting (DAB/DAB+/DMB) transmitter
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Goals
As explained before, the ognitive radio helps in the ommuniation proess. Due to that
it an look at the parameters of the onnetion and evaluate if there is a better way to
keep up with the ommuniation.
4.1 Introdution
As is known, the radio frequeny spetrum is one of the atual problems in teleommu-
niations due to it's not well used. The point is not that the division of the spetrum is
wrong, the main problem is that eah division is not managed as good as ould be.
This projet tries to help a little into these kind of ommuniation systems. For
example, when a system is done in order to transmit in a unique frequeny and by the
time that ommuniation wants to start, this frequeny is oupied for another onnetion,
or let's just say that there are some interferenes. Normally, the system would wait until it
gets free or maybe start the ommuniation but with a non-usual high bit error probability.
What if in another frequeny, in that moment, there is no transmission, or it's less
overload. Thanks to ognitive radio, a system an look at its parameters and deide whih
frequeny ould be better for the onnetion. Of ourse, ognitive radio is always aware
if the frequeny range is a liensed band or not and if it is possible to use it.
The situation an be solved if the transmitter and the reeiver an hange the fre-
queny of the ommuniation. If the system ould retune automatially its antenna into
a frequeny that the system itself thinks it's more appropriate beause it seems to be free
in that moment or, at least, seems to have more stability, the users of the system ould
start the onnetion without even taking are of the problem.
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4.2 Handshake Protool
In this projet it is presented a partiular handshake protool between a transmitter and
a reeiver. In [BEJ09℄ is explained why this protool is used in CR and is detailed how is
done the terminal synhronisation.
Previously, the transmitter should have found whih is the appropriate frequeny for
the system onnetion. One the transmitter knows the frequeny that is going to use,
it sends a sequene of pakets at this frequeny. The information that is sent must be a
sequene known by both, transmitter and reeiver.
Then, the reeiver, gets the signal and heks if the sequene is the orret one.
When this happens, the reeiver will know the frequeny that the transmitter has hosen.
After knowing the frequeny, the reeiver will send an aknowledge signal (ACK) to the
transmitter, in the same frequeny.
When the transmitter, whih now is onverted in a reeiver, gets the ACK then the
onnetion is ready to start at the frequeny that the transmitter wants.
• TX:
 Send the Beaon Signal
 Wait for ACK Signal
• RX:
 San the Radio Frequeny Spetrum
 Get the Signal and so the Frequeny at whih is Reeived
 Chek if the Pakets are the expeted Sequene
 Send an ACK at the same Frequeny
Those are the main steps that the transmitter and the reeiver will have to do to get
the protool done.
4.2.1 Transmitter and Reeiver
As the transmitter will not know if the reeiver is waiting for the beaon signal, and vie
versa, the reeiver will not know when the transmitter will start to send the pakets; both
devies will have to wait indenitely for this to happen.
On the Tx side, the transmitter just have to start the onnetion, whenever the user
deides. But it also has to wait for the ACK from the reeiver. So, in this ase, there will
be two states; send the beaon signal and wait for the ACK. One the ACK signal has
been reeived then the information exhange an start.
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Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
Start
No
Yes
End of the Protocol:
Communication starts
Figure 4.1: Transmitter States Diagram
On the Rx side has not the problem of hange its state from reeiver to transmitter
all the time, as it has only to wait for the beaon signal, and then, when it detets it,
just send bak the ACK signal. The problem in here is that there might be some other
signals whih the reeiver will detet and hek if these are the pakets he is waiting for.
In the ase that they are not the right ones, the reeiver goes to the waiting status again
until it gets the orret signal. When this beaon signal is found, then the reeiver exits
the waiting status and sends the ACK, whih it means that its job is over.
Waiting for the
Beacon signal
Check the packets
of the signal
Correct?
Start
Sending the
ACK signal
Yes
No
End of the Protocol:
Communication starts
Figure 4.2: Reeptor States Diagram
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4.2.2 Synhronization
Another point to get into aount is the time. On one side, there is the transmitter whih
is sending the beaon signal and then, waiting for the ACK signal On the other, the
reeiver is sanning the radio frequeny spetrum.
In a perfet world, the time diagram of the protool would be like is shown in the
gure 4.3.
TX RX
Start Start
StartStop
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Start
ACK signal
Sending the
Received
Yes
S
e
n
d
in
g
S
e
n
d
in
g
Yes
Communication
starts
Figure 4.3: Time Diagram
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But what would the transmitter do if it gets no answer from the reeiver. And this is
not just in ase it has no time to get the ACK signal but, for example, when the reeiver
devie is not started.
The transmitter will repeat its job until something is reeived.
In the gure 4.4, the ACK signal is reeived at the seond time.
TX RX
Start
Start
StartStop
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Start
ACK signal
Sending the
Received
Yes
S
e
n
d
in
g
S
e
n
d
in
g
YesNo
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
S
e
n
d
in
g
Yes
Communication
starts
Figure 4.4: Time Diagram: when no ACK from the reeiver
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Another problem ould be if the reeiver is started, but it has been done with some
delay. So, there is the possibility that the reeiver, during the sanning, reeives the
signal orretly, but then, when it goes to hek if the pakets are the orret ones, the
transmitter turns to be in the waiting state.
As shown in the gure 4.5, it takes 2 times to the reeiver to get the signal and hek
the pakets.
TX RX
Start
Start
StartStop
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Received
S
e
n
d
in
g
YesNo
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
S
e
n
d
in
g
Yes
YesNo
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Start
ACK signal
Sending the
Received
S
e
n
d
in
g
Yes
Communication
starts
Figure 4.5: Time Diagram: when the reeiver has no time to hek the pakets
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But the real problem in synhronization, is when the time of the Send the Beaon
Signal is not long enough for the reeiver to get the signal, get the frequeny of it and
hek the pakets. Then, there is a faint possibility that the reeiver never gets out of the
reeiving state.
TX RX
Start
Start
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
S
e
n
d
in
g
YesNo
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Received
YesNo
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
S
e
n
d
in
g
YesNo
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Received
YesNo
Send the
Beacon signal
Wait for the
ACK signal
ACK received?
S
e
n
d
in
g
YesNo
Beacon signal
Wait for the
Correct?
of the signal
Check the packets
Received
YesNo
Figure 4.6: Time Diagram: worst ase
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Chapter 5
Implementation
The implementation of the handshake protool is the main hapter in this projet. After
getting all the information from Cognitive Radio, GNU Radio, Python, USRP, et. . . and
learning the way to use it, is time to start everything up.
5.1 Introdution
In this setion are desribed the steps that have been done to get the nal ode for the
protool. The aim of the protool is that both devies reognize themselves in the radio
frequeny spetrum. One, the transmitter, will deide whih frequeny wants to transmit.
On the other hand, there is the reeiver, whih will have to nd the frequeny that the
transmitter has hosen. When that last one has found the frequeny, the system will be
ready to transmit the information.
First of all, is needed to know the basi struture of the system. One ahieved, it
will be easier to deide the ode. Whih will be translate into GNU Radio bloks, USRP
onguration and Python algorithms [OCE07℄.
5.2 Struture
In the system that is going to be implemented, there are transmitter and reeiver. That's
why are needed two dierent odes. Although most part of the ode an be used for both
of them, the struture of the Tx and the Rx will be a little dierent.
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5.2.1 Transmitter
The struture of the transmitter is based in two parts. The Tx of the beaon signal
and the Rx of the ACK signal from the reeiver. For the rst part, is needed a spei
sequene whih will be transmitted repeatedly until the ACK signal is reeived.
As said previously, the sequene must be known by both devies. One transmitted
this sequene, the transmitter will start the waiting state, hoping to get the ACK. Sine
both signals will be in the same frequeny and one is sent and the other is reeived, it
seems to be better not to use the same sequene for both, beaon and ACK signals.
After the waiting state, there might be two ways. The rst one, if the transmitter has
not reeived the signal. Whih an be that the reeiver has not sent the ACK or that the
transmitter did not have time enough to hek it, maybe beause it has reeived the ACK
when it was running out the waiting time. If it is like this, then, the devie will return to
its rst state and will send again the beaon signal. This will be repeated as many times
as needed.
The other way means that the transmitter has reeived the ACK. In this ase, the
protool is over. Whih means that the system is ready to start the transmission of
information at the frequeny deided. Then, the Cognitive Radio would have done its job
properly.
Sending beacon signal
Waiting for ACK
Start
MAIN LOOP
End of Protocol:
Communication start
Figure 5.1: Transmitter Struture
5.2.2 Reeiver
On the reeiver side, it an be distinguished also two parts. The Rx of the beaon signal
and the Tx of the ACK signal.
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On the reeiving part, it also an be divided in two piees. The rst one is going to
searh any signal that omes into the range of the radio frequeny spetrum where the
devie is aware of. This part of the ode will be repeated innitely until something omes
in.
After getting a signal, as it does not mean that it is going to be the right signal, is
needed a heking proess to know if the signal reeived is the expeted beaon signal.
To do this, is needed to go paket by paket and then, when all of them are saved, hek
if it is the orret sequene or not.
If the heking state gives a negative answer, the program will go bak to the rst
step, where the devie is looking again for any signal to omes in.
However, if the answer is a positive one, it will mean that the reeiver has got the
beaon signal and therefore, the devie already know the frequeny of the signal and now
this state is done.
Knowing the frequeny, now the reeiver beomes a transmitter. The reeiver will
send the ACK signal to the same frequeny whih it rst reeived the beaon signal. This
will be sent taking into aount the time that takes the transmitter to send the beaon
signal and reeive the ACK; for it to be able to get the ACK signal.
One this is over, the onnetion is ready to be started.
Waiting for beacon signal
Checking signal
Start
LOOP 1
Sending ACK
End of Protocol:
Communication start
Figure 5.2: Reeiver Struture
5.3 Signal Properties
Before getting to the spei ode for the protool, is needed to know muh more about
the signal in order to write a good program.
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About the signal, is really important to take a good modulation. Aording to the
protool used, rst it looks for any signal and then it heks the pakets of this signal.
As an example, GSM systems uses GMSK, whih beame famous and very used sine
then [WMJ98℄. GMSK provides a straightforward, spetrally eient modulation for the
wireless ommuniations.
This good spetral eieny will permit the system, when it is ready to start the
ommuniation, to transmit more data in less time than what it would send using other
modulations.
Another good property of GMSK is its linearity and the onstant envelope it has
[AB99℄. If the envelope is onstant it gives the possibility to transmit the signal in a high
power lose to the saturation level. If the modulation used had non-onstant envelope
it would require a linear power ampliation whih would onsume a big part of the
primary power, generate heat and is a relatively expensive devie. GMSK omes from a
MSK modulation, whih is not a linear modulation. But, due to the linearity in phase that
the Gaussian low pass lter (Gaussian LPF) gives to the modulation, and the suppression
of the side-lobes that MSK generates, GMSK is an appropriate modulation for wireless
transmission.
Another good points of using GMSK is its relatively narrow bandwidth, whih is also
thanks to the G-LPF, and it oherent detetion apability.
For an extensive explanation of how GMSK works with wireless systems and why its
properties are advantages an be found in [MH81℄.
Other alternative modulations ould be DBPSK or DQPSK whih ome from BPSK
and QPSK, respetively. But in both alternatives, GMSK still have better use of the
bandwidth (narrower bandwidth), and so, more power. Another point, for example, is
that most mobile produts uses Class C power ampliers, and as they are non-linear
GMSK is better in front of QPSK. In front of the DBPSK the GMSK gets to redue
the bandwidth in exhange for inreasing inter-symbol interferene in the system. While
DBPSK gets lower error probability but with more bandwidth [NP08℄.
Beause of all this interdependene is impossible to deide whih modulation is better
in front of the other.
One known the information to start oding, it is time to divide the two programs.
One will be for the Tx and the other one for the Rx, as also will be needed two devies for
the system, whih also means that will be neessary two USRP's. However, both devies,
both USRP's and both programs will at as both transmitter and reeiver.
5.4 Transmitter
The rst thing needed for the transmitter is to dene the sequene. Any sequene is good
to be a beaon signal. Even just a number would be enough for it to work out.
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5.4.1 Signal
However, in this projet is used a partiular sequene of 14 numbers. Atually, the
sequene is the beginning of the Fibonai series. The deision of hoosing this sequene
is just that this sequene, as many others, does not repeat the numbers and so there is
less onfusion if it has to be taken a number as a referene. So, any other sequene that
omplies this requirement would be good enough.
The Fibonai numbers of the series are:
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, . . .
Although in this partiular ase, the 0 has been replaed by number 88, just beause
it is a number easily reognizable. And in ase of errors, it would be easier to detet if it
had happened something with the pakets.
This rst number will be the referene to ompare the pakets reeived with the
sequene. It means; when the paket ontaining number 88 is reeived, the pakets
reeived will have a position to start omparing the numbers. Although all the pakets
numbers will be saved into auxiliary variables, it will not start heking until it gets the
referene paket
Packets Rx
Aux sequence
Fibonacci series
Figure 5.3: Sequene Chek Diagram
This sequene must be sent repeatedly until the state time is over. The state time is
also a parameter to take into aount as the speed of the protool will be diretly aeted
by this timing and others. The longer it is, the more will have to wait the next state.
And as well, the shorter it is, the less time will have the reeiver to get it.
In theory, the time whih will get the best eieny is the time that takes the reeiver
to get the signal and to hek the pakets. But, as there might be some problems from the
outside, suh as noise or interferenes, and it an provoke some errors in the transmission;
the time given to make the whole proess will be longer.
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One the sequene is hosen, it has to be modulated into GMSK pakets. In GNU
Radio, already exists a blok whih modulate the signal and send it as pakets.
This blok works as a soure, and the data to be, rst modulated and nally sent, will
be given from the Python domain. When reating the blok there are a few parameters
to set for the transmission of the signal. The most important is to hoose the modulation,
whih in this ase will be GMSK.
In the Python side, will be neessary just to all the funtion send_paket() intro-
duing on it the data for it to be sent. The data will be the number of the sequene, so,
for sending the whole sequene (14 numbers) the funtion send_paket() must be used 14
times, whih will generate 14 pakets.
5.4.2 Tx state
Now, to send the beaon signal, just need the program to be started.
The program will rst ask in whih frequeny the user want to send the signal. In
a possible future, this frequeny will be given by the own software, when it an gets all
the information of the hannel, so an deide whih is the best frequeny to plae the
onnetion.
Then, the main loop will be started. Here will be required a variable whih will be
set to '0' from the beginning and it will only hange to '1' when the ACK sequene is
heked, so the program will get out of the loop, and the protool will be nished. In the
same possible future, when this protool is nished, the interhange of information would
start here.
The rst thing to do in the main loop is to set-up the USRP. In this set-up stage
will be dened a lot of parameters. The frequeny, whih has been given by the user
previously. The gain of the signal, the interpolation (or deimation in Rx ase), the bit
rate and several other features whih are pre-dened although they an be redened if
neessary.
Although in the setting of the USRP are needed a lot of lines and parameters to
dene, in the end, the USRP will just work as a sink. So, this state will just onsist in
two bloks. The modulator blok, and the USRP as a sink.
As explained before, it will send the sequene using the send_paket() funtion. So
it an be used as many times as required.
The set of the time that the program will send the beaon signal is done by the
number of times that the send_paket() funtion is alled. This time an be readjusted
depending on the bytes sent and if is neessary to send the sequene repeatedly many
times. For the nal paket to send it is neessary to all the send_paket() but this time
with the End Of Line (EOF) set to '1'.
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One this last paket is sent, the program will be able ton ontinue and go to the Rx
state.
Below, in the gure 5.4, there is the diagram of the basi program and the bloks
used for the transmission.
blks2.mod_pkts
Block that sends the packets
with the modulation determined
usrp.sink_c
USRP
with all parameters set
send packet
Give the data and the rest is
automatically done
Python
GNU Radio
Figure 5.4: GNU Radio bloks for the Tx
5.4.3 Rx state
When the Tx proess is already done, now the program will have to start the set-up for
being a Rx.
As it is supposed, the reeption shall be done in the same frequeny as the transmis-
sion. So, the rst thing to do here is to set-up the USRP. But this time, the USRP will
be set as the soure blok.
For reeiving the pakets will be required the same kind of bloks as in the transmis-
sion.
Is normal that if exists a modulation blok, there also will be a demodulation blok.
This blok works almost in the same way that the rst one.
This time is needed a variable where will be plaed all the data reeived, and every
time a new paket is demodulated it will be saved into an auxiliary variable in order to
get all the pakets and nally rereate the sequene.
The dierene in this ase is that, as the Rx does not know when the pakets will
ome, to set the time it will be used another system. Python itself provides a library of
time and in it has plenty of funtions.
The funtion used this time is alled sleep(). This funtion will 'sleep' the program
in the Python domain, so the GNU Radio bloks will be still working and, of ourse, able
to get all the pakets that ame in. Thanks to this funtion, this time will be easier to
ontrol the time that the program is stoked in this state.
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One the time set is over, the program will have in the auxiliary variable all the
pakets reeived and is ready to hek if these pakets are the ones from the sequene.
Here in the gure 5.5 is shown the ow graph used for the demodulation proess.
Python
GNU Radio
rx callback
Gets the data and just need to
unpack it
blks2.demod_pkts
Block that gets the packets and
demodulate it automatically
usrp.source_c
USRP
with all parameters set
Figure 5.5: GNU Radio bloks for the Rx
This time, as said before, is reeived another sequene. This sequene will be also
known by both devies. This time is hosen a sequene whih an not be onfused or
mixed with the rst one.
99, 101, 101, 102, 103, 105, 108, 113, 121, 134, 155, 189
The heking proess will be the same for the Fibonai series, taking into referene
the rst number of the sequene. If the heking proess onrm that the pakets reeived
math the sequene it will mean that the protool is nished. So, here is the time to set
the variable of the main loop to '1', so the program an exit the loop.
However, if the result of the heking proess is negative; this global variable will not
be set to stop the main loop. Then, the program will go again to the beginning, where it
sends the beaon signal.
5.5 Reeiver
In the reeiver program, the rst thing needed is to set up the USRP. This time, as the
reeiver still does not know the frequeny of the signal, obviously, as it is the aim of
this projet, is needed to set the USRP in order to ahieve the maximum possible radio
frequeny spetrum.
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5.5.1 USRP
This time, unlike the previous one, it will be not the only time that the USRP is set.
To get the maximum possible range spetrum, the deimation will have to be as low as
possible. Whih in the USRP used will be 8 (the deimation of the USRP an goes from
8 to 256, two by two).
Depending on the daughterboard used, the frequeny range will be around the 400
MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, et. . . As the sample rate of the USRP is xed (64 Mega-samples
per seond in Rx and 128 Mega-samples per seond in Tx), the range of the frequeny
spetrum that an be gotten is easily alulated.
Is just needed to divide the sample rate for the deimation fator. In the ase of a
deimation fator of 8, the range of the radio frequeny spetrum that over will be 8
MHz
Taking, as an example, the 400 MHz daughterboard, the range will be from 396 MHz
to 404 MHz.
Is really important to set-up the USRP in order to get the pakets from the rst
USRP. So, the parameters for the good reeption of the pakets will must be the same
as the USRP of the transmitter. The bit rate, the deimation and other parameters are
linked to the set-up of the transmitter.
5.5.2 Rx state
The reeption state onsists in two sub-states, the one where it is looking for any signal
and the seond when there is something reeived, for heking the pakets.
In this ase, the main loop will just ontain the Rx state, as it will only get to the
Tx state when it has reeived and heked the beaon signal. Then, it will remain in the
transmission stage and will not get bak to the reeption stage.
One it has entered the main loop and set the USRP it will diretly go to the searhing
state.
5.5.2.1 Searhing signal
This probably is, the most important an elaborate part of the whole protool. Here, the
program wants to get the beaon signal. The USRP, as a soure blok, will provide all the
RF spetrum signals, and the program will have to nd the frequeny of the signals. For
this, will be neessary a transformation from time to frequeny. In GNU Radio already
exists a blok, alled FFT, where the input vetor is transformed from time domain to
frequeny domain.
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usrp.source_c
USRP
with all parameters set
gr.fft_vcc
FFT
FFT size = 2048
SINK BLOCK
Figure 5.6: Tx bloks; rst step
This partiular blok will be the most important one in this stage, and the one that
will determine the omposition of the whole ow graph.
As said before, the FFT blok needs a vetor as an input; and the soure blok (the
USRP) outputs stream. Fortunately, in GNU Radio, exists a blok whih onverts stream
of items into a stream of bloks, or in other words, to a vetor.
usrp.source_c
USRP
with all parameters set
gr.fft_vcc
FFT
FFT size = 2048
SINK BLOCK
gr.stream_to_vector
Co(versi(
to comple)
Figure 5.7: Tx bloks; seond step
However, it is not enough. As the FFT blok will only give the result with a nite
input vetor. But thanks again to the GNU Radio bloks, there is also another blok,
alled head, whih takes the rst 'n' items of a signal/vetor and pass it through the
output, after this, the signal is over. Now, the program an take the signal, make it nite,
onvert it to a vetor, and nally pass it to frequeny domain.
usrp.source_c
USRP
with all parameters set
gr.fft_vcc
FFT
FFT size = 2048
SINK BLOCK
gr.stream_to_vector
Co versi 
to comple
gr.head
Head
2048 items
Figure 5.8: Tx bloks; third step
As the FFT blok will output the domain onversion of the signal, the sink will reeive
omplex items. And as it is needed to get envelope of the signal, the program will use
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another blok, alled omplex_to_mag_squared, whih will give the envelope squared of
the signal.
usrp.source_c
USRP
with all parameters set
gr.fft_vcc
FFT
FFT size = 2048
SINK BLOCK
gr.stream_to_vector
Conversion
to complex
gr.head
Head
2048 items
gr.complex_to_mag_squared
Squared Magnitude
2048 items
Figure 5.9: Tx bloks; fourth step
Now the program is ready to see if there is a relevant signal taking a look at the
frequeny spetrum. To nd any signal in the frequeny, when looking in the spetrum
there is a pik, this is the signal. To get this peak, there are plenty of possibilities. For
example, GNU Radio itself, has several bloks that detet it, and output dierent vetors
depending on the onguration of the blok.
However, in this projet it has been deided to take the vetor to the Python domain
to work there with it. To pass the information from GNU Radio to Python it has been
used a blok alled message sink. Whih take the input and onvert it into a message and
save it into a queue, that will be easily aessible from Python
One this is done, the ow graph is already done, and it looks like in the following
gure:
Figure 5.10: Tx bloks; nal step
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With this ow graph nished, it is time to proess the information and searh the
beaon signal. When the information is reeived in the python domain, a funtion will
searh the peak of the signal. whih is quite easy as it is just the max() funtion.
At this point the program will need a referene level. All the vetors will have a
maximum point, however, this does not mean that there is a signal. That is why, before
getting to the next step, this point will have to pass a threshold. If this sample does
not overpass the threshold, the program will do again the reeption and it will try to get
another time any signal.
This is repeated until the maximum point get over the threshold. It will mean that
it has reeived something dierent from just noise.
Knowing the highest point in the vetor, the position of that point in the vetor will
be the frequeny. To get whih is the frequeny is needed a onversion from the number
of the FFT to the real frequeny.
Due to the Digital Down Converter (DDC) of the USRP, the rst sample of the FFT
output (sample number '0') whih is the DC, so 0 Hz, is referred to the entral frequeny
of the USRP. Continuing in the example of 400 MHz, the rst sample will be understood
as the 400 MHz sample.
To alulate whih frequenies orrespond to whih sample, it is needed the sample
rate (whih is alulated before with the deimation) and the FFT size. The FFT size
will be the same as the size of the vetor. In this program it has taken a size of 2048
samples.
So, to know the frequeny orrespondene is needed a simple onversion.
pos = position of the sample that has the peak of the vetor
fs = sample rate
N = size of the FFT
fD = pos ∗ fs/N
Then, if the sample belongs to the rst half of the vetor the real frequeny is:
ff = fc + fD
However, if the sample belong to the seond half, the frequeny is:
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ff = fc − fD
With this, the frequeny will be known and theoretially, this is ready to hek the
pakets in the next stage.
The point is that the preision of the detetion is not good enough due to the reso-
lution, whih in the previous example is 4 kHz. Whih means that just 5 samples wrong
(out of 2048) are 20 kHz of mist. As the blok of the reeiving pakets has a tolerane
around 10-15 kHz, will be need a really good preision in the detetion. To solve this,
there are dierent possibilities.
What is needed is to get the result of the formula position * sample rate / FFT size
as low as possible. Sample rate and FFT size are the parameters able to be hanged.
The FFT size is 2048 so it seems to be big enough, and if it turns to get more size,
maybe it will make the program run too muh slower. On the other hand, it is possible
to hange the sample rate by inreasing the deimation.
When the deimation is inreased, the range of the spetrum reeived is smaller and
then, the resolution is bigger. The protool has been programmed to do 4 dierent
deimations, although with just 3, or even 2 would be enough.
This is going to be like make a zoom into the frequeny deteted in eah time.
The gure 5.11 shows this 4 dierent vetors, gotten from the 4 dierent deimations.
In this partiular example, the frequeny of the USRP was set at 900 MHz and the signal
was at 903 MHz.
In the piture, the plots have been hanged in order to get the enter frequeny in
the middle of the vetor and not in the sample number '0'.
As an be seen, the rst time, the frequeny deteted remains at 902972656 Hz,
whih is a little far from the 903 MHz, but as an be seen in the next ones, the number is
getting loser, getting to the last one, whih is at just 489 Hz away from the really enter
frequeny.
This proess will inrease the detetion time just little and gives to the next stage a
really aurate result so the pakets reeive will not have problems to get them. The only
problem in this time inreasing, is that there is the remote hane that the transmitter
stop sending when the program is looking for the 3rd time, so it will not get a signal in
the 4th time, whih means that it will have to bak again to the beginning of the waiting
time. Obviously, setting again the deimation to 8, just for the ase that it was not the
orret signal.
Finally, when all these steps are done, and if there is a result at the 4th time that the
program is looking for the signal. This frequeny will be the one that is passed to the
next stage.
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Figure 5.11: FFT plot with 4 dierent deimations
5.5.2.2 Cheking pakets
The very rst of all, is setting the USRP to its parameters. The important parameters
will be, basially, the deimation and the enter frequeny. Beause the bit rate and the
others should be in the right onguration. The deimation will be set to 256 and the
enter frequeny to the frequeny reeived from the previous state.
One the USRP is set up, the pakets will be heked the same way that in the
transmitter. This time, with the Fibonai series.
Depending on the result of the hek, the protool will go to one or another point. If
the result is negative, the protool will remain in the main loop for, at least, one more
time.
Although the hek stage says that the pakets reeived are not the orret ones, there
is the possibility that the transmitter has stopped transmitting the signal in that very
moment. But, as the reeiver an not know this until it has heked all the sequene, the
protool will make its job and will go bak to the beginning of the program.
On the other hand, if the heking reveals that the sequene is the Fibonai series,
the main loop will be over and the hek state will be over.
The protool will get out of the main loop and will go to the Tx state. The last job of
this state is to pass the frequeny enter to the next step for it to send the ACK signal.
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5.5.3 Tx state
One the whole Rx state is nished, the only thing to do for the reeiver is to send
the ACK signal, and then, the handshake protool will give way to the transmission of
information.
For sending the ACK signal, rst of all, is needed to set-up the USRP. As explained
before, the USRP onguration must math with the onguration from the transmitter.
After the set up of the USRP, whih will be the sink blok, in GNU Radio domain,
is time to reate the pakets. For this, it will be used the same system that in the
transmitter. First they will be modulated and then they will be transmitted by alling
the send_paket funtion.
Unlike the transmitter, this time, the ACK signal will be repeated innitely. This is
done as in the protool ends at the moment that the ACK signal is sent.
In a possible future appliation, the ACK signal will be sent for a while. The enough
time for the transmitter (now onverted into reeiver) to reeive and hek it.
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Conlusions
The goal of this projet was to onnet two wireless nodes. This two nodes, were, sup-
posedly waiting for transmit information. Having the property of Cognitive Radio, they
an deide whih is the best frequeny to stablish the onnetion.
One of the devies deides the frequeny where the ommuniations will be, then, the
other one has to onnet it without knowing, a priori, whih is the frequeny hosen by
the rst devie.
The protool of this projet is able to ahieve the onnetion between this two nodes.
The range of ation of the protool is 8 MHz.
This two nodes an be two nodes in a network or they an also be two independent
users trying to onnet themselves. This exibility provides several appliations where
this protool an be used.
In this projet the system presented was omposed by just two devies, one alled
transmitter and the other one alled reeiver. The rst one was alled transmitter beause
that one is the devie to deide the onnetion frequeny and beause it is the one to send
the beaon signal.
Keeping this nomenlature, in the system an be added many reeivers as wanted
beause all of them are able to listen to the RF spetrum and hek the signal. The ode
would be adapted in the transmitter program whih would not start the ommuniation
until all the reeivers sent their ACK signal.
With a little bit more of omplexity, more transmitter ould be added in the system if
the program is adapted for all of them to listen for Beaon signals and at the same time,
for transmitting it.
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6.1 Future Work
The protool an be adapted into several dierent ways. Adapted to many dierent
Cognitive Radio systems and of ourse, the protool an be improved.
Improved, for example, in more preision to get the frequeny. Can also be improved
in the timing. Whih means to make the protool faster.
Finally, mention that this protool an give some ideas on how detet signals using
energy detetors or, as well, how to detet signals using other kinds of proess. Maybe
how to synhronise the beaon signal to improve the eieny of the reeiving time.
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Appendix A
Transmitter Protool Code
Eah and every line of the ode has a little explanation of what is its aim.
Start Transmitter
The main part of the ode starts asking the frequeny hosen and getting into the main
loop omposed by the 'sending beaon signal stage' and the 'waiting for ACK signal stage'.
i f __name__ == '__main__' :
try :
x = 0
#Variab le o f the main loop
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 44 mStart \033 [ 1 ;m'
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 36mEnter f requeny \033 [ 1 ;m'
f = in t ( raw_input ( ) )
#Ask the user f o r the f requeny he wants to t ransmi t
while x == 0 :
#s t a r t the main loop
main( f )
#s t a r t the s tage ' send beaon s i g n a l '
x = main2 ( f )
#s t a r t the s tage ' wai t f o r ACK s i g n a l '
#and wa i t ing f o r the r e s u l t
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i f x == 1 :
#ACK de t e  t e d
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 32mTHE END\033 [ 1 ;m'
else :
#ACK no dete ted , we don ' t g e t out o f the loop
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 31mNO ACK deteted \033 [ 1 ;m'
exept KeyboardInterrupt :
pass
A.1 Send Pakets
The ode of how the pakets are send and whih is the size used to send are written below.
nbytes = in t (1 e6 ∗ opt i on s . megabytes )
n = 0
#va r i a b l e s f o r the time of the sending
pkt_size = in t ( opt i on s . s i z e )
f i b = [88 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 13 , 21 , 34 , 55 , 89 , 144 , 233 ℄
#sequene o f 14 numbers
i = 0
#ounter
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 34mSending Beaon s i g n a l  at \033 [ 1 ;m' , f r equeny
while n < nbytes /6 :
data = ( pkt_size − 2) ∗ hr ( f i b [ i ℄ & 0 x f f )
#the pake t w i l l have one s i z e
#but the important par t i s the header
#whih has the number o f the f i b o n a   i s e r i e s
payload = s t ru  t . pak ( ' !H ' , f i b [ i ℄ & 0 x f f f f ) + data
#pak the pay load and ready to be sent
send_pkt ( payload )
#send the pake t
i = i + 1
#inrease the ounter
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i f i == 14 :
i = 0
#hek i f the ounter has ge t to the end o f the sequene
#in order to repea t i t
n += len ( payload )
i f opt i on s . d i s ont inuous and pktno % 5 == 4 :
time . s l e ep (1 )
pktno += 1
send_pkt ( eo f=True )
#send the l a s t paket , so the program w i l l s top sending
#and ge t to the next s t ep ; wa i t ing f o r ACK s i g n a l
Chek ACK
For the heking of the ACK signal, look at Appendix B.
The heking proess of the beaon signal by the reeiver has the same ode that the
hek proess of the ACK signal.
The only dierene is that the sequene to hek is another one.
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Appendix B
Reeiver Protool Code
B.1 Get Signal
The 'get signal' ode is divided in GNU Radio domain and Python domain.
Get Signal; GNU Radio part
The ow graph of the 'get signal' wants to get the signal into the frequeny domain and
translate it to the Python part to work with it.
lass get_s igna l ( gr . top_blok ) :
def __init__( s e l f , u , Number ) :
#u == the usrp
#Number == FFT s i z e , de ided p r e v i o u s l y
gr . top_blok .__init__( s e l f )
num = Number
head_ = gr . head ( gr . sizeof_gr_omplex , num)
#b lo  k t ha t ge t the f i r s t 'num ' i tems
nitems_per_blok = Number
str_ve = gr . stream_to_vetor ( gr . sizeof_gr_omplex ,
nitems_per_blok )
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#b lo  k t ha t onver t s stream ( input ) to a ve to r ( output )
#in t h i s ase , in omplex samples
f f t_ s i z e = Number
wind = [ 1 ℄ ∗ f f t_ s i z e
#in t h i s ase the re i s no p a r t i  u l a r windows hosen
s h i f t = Fal se
a t i on = True #True f o r FFT − False f o r iFFT
f f t = gr . f f t_v ( f f t_s i z e , at ion , wind , s h i f t )
#FFT b l o  k
#onver t s the s i g n a l to f requeny domain
vlen1 = Number
squared = gr . omplex_to_mag_squared ( vlen1 )
#ge t the magnitude squared o f the s i g n a l
s e l f .mq = gr . msg_queue ( )
l en = Number∗4
sinkmq = gr . message_sink ( len , s e l f .mq, Fa l se )
#sink b l o  k
#w i l l be aessed from the python domain
#to work with the samples
s e l f . onnet (u , head_ , str_ve , f f t , squared , sinkmq )
#onnet a l l the b l o  k s
Get Signal; Python part
This part of the ode is for the detetion of the signal. In the ode are the four dierent
deimations done for the zoom to the frequeny deteted
N = 2048
#FFT s i z e
sample_rate = 64000000/deim
#64 Mega−samples ( from the USRP)
#deim == 8
#sample ra t e == 8 MHz
hek = 0
#main loop v a r i a b l e
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ounter1 = 0
#ounter f o r the f i r s t l ook a t the samples
#with deimat ion paramater s e t a t 8
m1 = 0
#f i r s t l ook loop v a r i a b l e
f_ f i n a l = 0
f_ f i na l 2 = 0
f_ f i na l 3 = 0
f_ f i na l 4 = 0
#the frequeny go t t en from the r e su l t , f i r s t s e t a t 0 Hz
#t h i s i s needed j u s t to i n i t i a l i z a t e i t
aux = sample_rate/2
#t h i s w i l l g i v e the range o f the spetrum
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 47mThe range  i s  from %4d
                to  %4d \033 [ 1 ;m' % ( f−aux , f+aux )
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 44 mStart \033 [ 1 ;m'
#The range where the program an look o f the spetrum
#entered in the f requeny o f the USRP ( f )
while hek == 0 :
#main loop s t a r t e d
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 34mWaiting f o r  Beaon s i g n a l \ 033 [ 1 ;m'
while m1 == 0 :
#f i r s t l i t t l e loop
ounter1 = ounter1 + 1
#inrease f i r s t ounter
#t h i s i s a u x i l i a r y f o r knowing
#how many t imes i t has been s toked here
tb2 = get_s igna l ( tb . u , N)
tb2 . run ( )
#se t and s t a r t the ge t s i g n a l f l ow graph
d1 = tb2 .mq. delete_head ( )
long = ' 2048 f '
i n f o 1 = unpak ( long , d1 . to_str ing ( ) )
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#ge t the in format ion from the f lowgraph
th r e sho ld = 5∗1 e12
#se t a t h r e s ho l d
x = in f o1
#opy the in format ion to work with i t
i f max(x)>thre sho ld :
#see i f t h e re i s any s i g n a l
po s i t i o n = searh_maximum (x )
#searh the p o s i t i o n o f the peak
i f po s i t i o n < len ( i n f o 1 ) /2 :
m1 = sample_rate∗ po s i t i o n /N
f_ f i n a l = m1 + f
else :
m1 = sample_rate ∗( l en ( i n f o 1 ) − po s i t i o n )/N
f_ f i n a l = f − m1
#ge t the f requeny o f the peak
#WE HAVE THE 'F ' . . . NOWWE NEED RESOLUTION
deim2 = 16
tb . u . set_deim ( deim2 )
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f_ f i n a l )
#se t a new deimat ion
#s e t the new en te r f requeny
m2 = 0
#seond look loop v a r i a b l e
ounter2 = 0
#ounter to not ge t s t oked in the seond look
#and be ab l e to ge t to the f i r s t one i f t h e re i s noth ing
#fo r g e t t i n g the maximum po s s i b l e range
sample_rate2 = 64000000/deim2
f2 = f_ f i n a l
#new sample ra t e and new en te r f requeny
while m2==0:
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i f ounter2 > 5 :
m2 = 1
#i f in 5 t imes i t has not d e t e  t a s i g n a l
#i t goes bak to the f i r s t l i t t l e loop
ounter2 = ounter2 + 1
tb2 = get_s igna l ( tb . u , N)
tb2 . run ( )
#se t and s t a r t the ge t s i g n a l f l ow graph
d2 = tb2 .mq. delete_head ( )
long = ' 2048 f '
i n f o 2 = unpak ( long , d2 . to_str ing ( ) )
#ge t the in format ion from the f lowgraph
th r e sho ld = 5∗1 e12
x2 = in f o2
#se t a t h r e s ho l d
#opy the in format ion to work with i t
i f max( x2)>thre sho ld :
#see i f t h e re i s any s i g n a l
po s i t i on2 = searh_maximum (x2 )
#searh the p o s i t i o n o f the peak
i f po s i t i on2 < len ( i n f o 2 ) /2 :
m2 = sample_rate2∗ po s i t i on2 /N
f_ f i na l 2 = m2+f2
else :
m2 = sample_rate2 ∗( l en ( i n f o 2 ) − po s i t i on2 )/N
f_ f i na l 2 = f2−m2
#ge t the f requeny o f the peak
i f m2 == 1 :
m3 = 1
#i f i t has passed the loop but t he re was no s i g n a l found
#i t won ' t g e t in the 3rd l i t t l e loop
else :
m3 = 0
ounter3 = 0
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f 3 = f_ f i na l 2
deim3 = 64
sample_rate3 = 64000000/deim3
tb . u . set_deim ( deim3 )
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f_ f i na l 2 )
#in ase i t has passed the loop and the re i s a s i g n a l
#the USRP i s re−s e t
while m3==0:
i f ounter3 > 5 :
m3 = 1
ounter3 = ounter3 + 1
#i f in 5 t imes i t has not d e t e  t a s i g n a l
#i t goes bak to the f i r s t l i t t l e loop
tb2 = get_s igna l ( tb . u , N)
tb2 . run ( )
#se t and s t a r t the ge t s i g n a l f l ow graph
d3 = tb2 .mq. delete_head ( )
long = ' 2048 f '
i n f o 3 = unpak ( long , d3 . to_str ing ( ) )
#ge t the in format ion from the f lowgraph
th r e sho ld = 5∗1 e12
x3 = in f o3
#se t a t h r e s ho l d
#opy the in format ion to work with i t
i f max( x3)>thre sho ld :
#see i f t h e re i s any s i g n a l
po s i t i on3 = searh_maximum (x3 )
#searh the p o s i t i o n o f the peak
i f po s i t i on3 < len ( i n f o 3 ) /2 :
m3 = sample_rate3∗ po s i t i on3 /N
f_ f i na l 3 = m3+f3
else :
m3 = sample_rate3 ∗( l en ( i n f o 3 ) − po s i t i on3 )/N
f_ f i na l 3 = f3−m3
#ge t the f requeny o f the peak
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i f m3 == 1 :
m4 = 1
#i f i t has passed the loop but t he re was no s i g n a l found
#i t won ' t g e t in the 4 th l i t t l e loop
else :
m4 = 0
deim4 = 256
tb . u . set_deim ( deim4 )
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f_ f i na l 3 )
sample_rate4 = 64000000/deim4
f4 = f_ f i na l 3
ounter4 = 0
#in ase i t has passed the loop and the re i s a s i g n a l
#the USRP i s re−s e t
while m4==0:
i f ounter4 > 5 :
m4 = 1
ounter4 = ounter4 + 1
#i f in 5 t imes i t has not d e t e  t a s i g n a l
#i t goes bak to the f i r s t l i t t l e loop
tb2 = get_s igna l ( tb . u , N)
tb2 . run ( )
#se t and s t a r t the ge t s i g n a l f l ow graph
d4 = tb2 .mq. delete_head ( )
long = ' 2048 f '
i n f o 4 = unpak ( long , d4 . to_str ing ( ) )
#ge t the in format ion from the f lowgraph
th r e sho ld = 5∗1 e12
x4 = in f o4
#se t a t h r e s ho l d
#opy the in format ion to work with i t
i f max( x4)>thre sho ld :
#see i f t h e re i s any s i g n a l
po s i t i on4 = searh_maximum (x4 )
#searh the p o s i t i o n o f the peak
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i f po s i t i on4 < len ( i n f o 4 ) /2 :
m4 = sample_rate4∗ po s i t i on4 /N
f_ f i na l 4 = m4+f4
else :
m4 = sample_rate4 ∗( l en ( i n f o 4 ) − po s i t i on4 )/N
f_ f i na l 4 = f4−m4
#ge t the f requeny o f the peak
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 32mFound a s i g n a l  at \033 [ 1 ;m' , f_ f i na l 4
#in ase the re i s a s i g n a l found
#i t w i l l p r i n t the f requeny
#i f i t has ge t here , bu t i t has not found a s i g n a l
#i t w i l l p r i n t a '0 '
i f m4 == 1 :
m1 = 0
tb . u . set_deim (8)
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f )
f_ f i n a l = 0
f_ f i na l 2 = 0
f_ f i na l 3 = 0
f_ f i na l 4 = 0
#i f i t hasn ' t found a s i g n a l in a l l o f the 2nd , 3 rd or 4 th
#i t w i l l go bak to the f i r s t l i t t l e loop
#with a l l the parameters re−s e t
else :
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f_ f i na l 4 )
tb . s t a r t ( ) # s t a r t f l ow graph
time . s l e ep (5 )
tb . stop ( )
tb . wait ( )
#in ase i t has found something
#i t w i l l s t a r t the hek ing s t a t e
#i t w i l l g i v e 5 seonds to l ook f o r the pake t s
i f  o r r e  t == 1 :
hek = 1
#i f the hek i s  o r r e  t
#i t w i l l put the v a r i a b l e o f the main loop to 1
#so i t w i l l g e t out o f the loop
#and w i l l go to the sending ACK s t a t e
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else :
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 38mNot the  Beaon s i g n a l \ 033 [ 1 ;m'
f_ f i n a l = 0
f_ f i na l 2 = 0
f_ f i na l 3 = 0
f_ f i na l 4 = 0
tb . u . set_deim (8)
tb . u . set_enter_freq ( f )
m1 = 0
#i f the hek s t a t e i s n e ga t i v e
#the parameters are re−s e t
#as we l l the USRP
#and i t w i l l go bak to the beg inning
Get Signal; Auxiliary Funtion
This funtion returns the position in the FFT vetor where the peak is plaed
def searh_maximum ( samples ) :
maximum = max( samples )
for i in range ( l en ( samples ) ) :
i f sample [ i ℄ == maximum:
po s i t i o n = i
return po s i t i o n
#return the p o s i t i o n in the ve to r where the peak i s p laed
B.2 Chek Signal
This funtion reeives the pakets in the heking state. It saves every paket to an
auxiliary sequene to be able to hek it when it is omplete
def rx_al lbak ( ok , payload ) :
#i t g e t s the pake t s from the demodulation b l o  k
global beaon_found ,  o r r e  t
( pktno , ) = s t ru  t . unpak ( ' !H ' , payload [ 0 : 2 ℄ )
#i t only l o o k s a t the va lue o f the header
#( the number o f the sequene )
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 o r r e  t = fib_work ( pktno , beaon_found )
#i t save the va lue and says
#i f the sequene i s heked or note
beaon_found = beaon_found + 1
i f beaon_found == 14 :
beaon_found = 0
#t h i s i s f o r p o s i t i o n i n g the va lue in the sequene
#to be a b l e to ompare i t l a t e r
Chek Signal; Auxiliary Funtion
This is the atual funtion that saves the pakets into an auxiliary variable and returns a
'1' when the sequene is heked
def fib_work ( value , pos ) :
global f i b s eq , no_print
#f i b s e q i s the ve to r where w i l l be p laed
#the pake t s r e  e i v e d in the Rx
auxseq = range ( l en ( f i b s e q ) )
#t h i s ve to r i s a u x i l i a r y and not g l o b a l
f i b = [88 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 13 , 21 , 34 , 55 , 89 , 144 , 233 ℄
#f i b ona   i s e r i e s o f 14 numbers
for i in range ( l en ( f i b s e q ) ) :
auxseq [ i ℄ = f i b s e q [ i ℄
i f i == pos :
auxseq [ i ℄ = value
#here the va lue i s p laed
#in the proper p l ae
f i b s e q = auxseq
auxseq2 = range ( l en ( f i b s e q ) )
#t h i s i s a seond a u x i l i a r y sequene
i f f i b s e q == f i b :
i f no_print == 0 :
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 42mSequene Cheked \033 [ 1 ;m'
no_print = 1
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return 1
#ompare the whole sequene
#i t an happens tha t , by  a s u a l i t y
#the pake t s r e  e i v e d s t a r t wi th the f i r s t one (88)
aux = 0
#au x i l i a r y v a r i a b l e
for i in range ( l en ( f i b s e q ) ) :
i f f i b s e q [ i ℄==88:
aux = i
#hek i f the pake t number 88 i s r e  e i v e d
#and i f i t i s , g e t the p o s i t i o n
for i in range ( l en ( f i b s e q ) ) :
i f i + aux > 13 :
auxseq2 [ i ℄ = f i b s e q [ i+aux−14℄
else :
auxseq2 [ i ℄ = f i b s e q [ i+aux ℄
#takes the sequene r e  e i v e d at t h a t moment
#and op i e s to the seond a u x i l i a r y sequene
#with the r e f e r en e (88) de l ay
i f auxseq2 == f i b :
i f no_print == 0 :
print ' \033 [ 1 ; 42mSequene Cheked \033 [ 1 ;m'
no_print = 1
return 1
#ompare the sequene o f pake t s r e  e i v e d
#with the f i b o n a   i s e r i e s sequene
#with the r e f e r en e (88) de l ay
#i f the r e s u l t i s p o s i t i v e , i t r e tu rns '1 ' ( p o s i t i v e )
#i f i t g e t s here , i t means t ha t the sequene
#has not been heked ye t
return 0
#so i t r e tu rns '0 ' ( n e ga t i v e )
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Send ACK Signal
For the sending of the ACK signal, look at Appendix A.
The sending proess of the beaon signal by the transmitter has the same ode that
the sending proess of the ACK signal.
The only dierene is that the sequene to send is another one.
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